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Haluan lausua suuret kiitokset ohjaajalleni Pasi Jalkaselle lukuisista mielenkiintoi-
sista keskusteluista sekä väsymättömästä ohjauksesta työn edetessä. Kiitän myös
esimiestäni ja tarkastajaa Jyrki Räisästä tämän työn mahdollistamisesta.
Huomattavan suuri vaikutus on ollut kanssaopiskelijoilla, jotka tekivät opiskelu-
ajastani ikimuistoisen ja antoivat motivaatiota vaikeinakin aikoina. En halua nimetä
ketään erikseen, mutta kohdistan kiitokseni erityisesti teille OH:lla kanssani luke-
mattomia aikayksiköitä viettäneille. Tärkeässä osassa olivat myös opiskelijajärjestöt
– erityisesti Resonanssi ja Matlu – jotka loivat opiskeluajoilleni sisältöä myös OH:n
ulkopuolella.
Lopuksi haluan kiittää vanhempiani, jotka mahdollistivat kaiken tämän mit-
taamattoman arvokkaalla tuella kaikilla elämän osa-alueilla sekä kannustamalla
uteliaisuuteen ja luovaan ajatteluun.
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Ferroelectric materials show many promising features for applications in tomorrow’s electronics.
The ability to use polarization to store information in a dense space and good endurance make
them one of the top contestants for the next generation memory applications, such as Ferroelectric
or Resistive Random-Access Memory elements (FeRAM / ReRAM). The ReRAM elements are also
a promising type for the missing circuit element, memristor, which links together the magnetic
induction flux and the electric charge.
Some materials also exhibit simultaneous ferroelectric polarization and magnetization. These are
called multiferroics and could be a key towards magnetoelectric memories and a realization of
four-state logic in a single device.
A solid state ceramic, BiFeO3, has been under recent interest for such a multiferroic material since
it exhibits large polarization simultaneously with magnetization. The challenges of BiFeO3 include
its high conductivity for an insulator and poor phase stability. Other materials with similar unit
cell structure have been mixed with the material to successfully improve the properties.
In this work, the ferroelectric properties of a ceramic solid state compound 0.80[BiFe0.95Mn0.05O3]–
0.20[BaTiO3], or BFBT(Mn), were investigated under various electrical measurements. The results
show that the material is ferroelectric. They also show that the conduction mechanism inside
the material varies with the applied electric field, hinting to Space Charge Limited Conduction
mechanism and Resistive Switching. The phenomenon is expected to be linked to migration of
oxygen vacancies inside the sample and formation of conductive filaments.
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Ferrosähköisillä aineilla on monia lupaavia ominaisuuksia tulevaisuuden elektroniikan sovellus-
ten kannalta. Polarisaation hyödyntäminen informaation tallentamiseen tiheään tilaan sekä hyvä
kestävyys tekevät niistä yhden kärkiehdokkaista seuraavan sukupolven muistisovelluksille, kuten
ferrosähköisille tai resistiivisille muisteille (FeRAM / ReRAM). ReRAM-elementit ovat myös lu-
paava tyyppi puuttuvalle passiivikomponentille, memristorille, joka liittää yhteen käämivuon ja ja
sähkövarauksen.
Jotkut materiaalit voivat myös olla yhtä aikaa ferrosähköisiä ja -magneettisia. Näitä materiaaleja
kutsutaan multiferriiteiksi ja niiden tutkiminen voi johtaa magnetosähköisten muistien ja neljän
tilan logiikkaelementtien kehittämiseen.
Kiinteän olomuodon keraaminen BiFeO3 on ollut viime vuosina lupaava multiferriittinen yhdiste.
Sille on mitattu suuria polarisaation arvoja yhdessä ferromagneettisten ominaisuuksien kanssa.
Yhdisteen ongelmina on sen suuri sähkönjohtavuus eristeeksi sekä faasien epävakaus. BoFeO3:n
ja toisen samankaltaisen rakenteen materiaalin yhdisteiden on onnistuneesti todettu parantavan
materiaalin ferrosähköisiä ominaisuuksia.
Tässä opinnäytetyössä tutkittiin 0.80[BiFe0.95Mn0.05O3]–0.20[BaTiO3]-, eli BFBT(Mn)-materiaalin
ferrosähköisiä ominaisuuksia erilaisten sähköisten mittausten avulla. Tulokset osoittavat aineen ol-
evan ferrosähköinen. Ne näyttävät myös, että sähkönjohtavuusmekanismi aineen sisällä muuttuu
eri sähkökentillä. Mitatut johtavuuskäyrät viittaavat tilavarausrajoitteiseen johtavuuteen sekä re-
sistiiviseen kytkentään. Johtavuuden arvioitiin olevan yhteydessä happivakanssien liikkeisiin sekä
johtavien filamenttien muodostumiseen.
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1. Introduction
Understanding the microscopic structures of materials has been one of the main
factors in the rise of digitalization and information technology during the latter half
of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st. The development of quantum
mechanics in 1920’s soon provided many practical applications also on other fields.
One remarkable follower was the establishment of the solid state physics, where the
foundations for the revolutionizing discoveries were laid in 1920’s and 30’s. Most
significant of these theories include Arnold Sommerfeld’s theory of metals [1, p. 203–
225] (1928), Felix Bloch’s theory of continuous wave equations in a crystal lattice
[1, p. 252–257] (1928) and Walter H. Schottky’s model of a barrier at a metal–
semiconductor junction [2] (1938).
First operational field–effect transistor was constructed by Julius Lilienfield in
1925, but it took over two decades before an actual breakthrough was achieved by
Bell Labs in 1947 [3]. This lead to a rapid development of the transistor industry
and also brought a significant interest in the semiconductor research. As a conse-
quence, the physical dimensions of the transistors decreased rapidly, which lead to
an exponential increase in computational performance per unit volume, a trend that
continues even this day [4].
The exponential increase in performance was made possible by several ad-
vancements in solid state physics and semiconductor industry. These improvements
allowed continuously shrinking component sizes and power consumption. The course
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has progressed so far that soon the transistor manufacturers will reach the funda-
mental size limit of a few individual atoms [5]. Achieving these technological leaps
require deep understanding of different materials and physical principles that affect
them.
1.1 Memristors and ReRAMs
Memristor is a resistive switching device that varies its internal resistance state ac-
cording to the history of the applied voltage and current. It was first conceptualized
by Chua et. al. in 1971 [6]. It is the fourth fundamental circuit element which links
together the three more commonly known basic components: resistor, capacitor and
inductor, as explained in Figure 1.1. A memristor couples the magnetic induction
flux and the electric charge.
Figure 1.1: [7] A concept of the four fundamental electric components and their relations
to each other. Each component links together two of the basic electromagnetic properties:
resistance R, capacitance C, inductance L and memristance M .
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Although circuits acting as memristors have been manufactured for many decades,
real memristors functioning as a single passive circuit elements had not been dis-
covered until very recently [8]. Still, until 2016, there have not been any memristors
commercially available, but development has been rapid during the last 10 years
and large scale applications are expected within the 2010’s [9].
Probably the most promising type of passive circuit memristors is ReRAM, or
Resistive Random-Access Memory [10]. ReRAM is a type of non-volatile computer
memory, which switches its state by switching its resistance (or conductivity). As
opposed to the currently common DRAMs (Dynamic Random-Access Memories),
which store the information as a charge of a capacitor, the ReRAMs are able to store
the information without any upkeep current. Due to their structural simplicity and
good read–write endurance, the ReRAM circuits are referred as emerging memories
and they are soon expected to compete commercially against DRAM and FLASH
memories which are shortly reaching their scalability limits [10].
1.2 Aim of this study
The aim of this work was to study the electrical properties of a ceramic solid state
compound 0.80[BiFe0.95Mn0.05O3]–0.20[BaTiO3], later referred as BFBT(Mn). Both
of the main components, BaTiO3 and BiFeO3, also with doping, have been studied
thoroughly [11, 12, 13], but the interest in them as a united compound has only
risen during the last ten years [14].
The sample used in this study was produced using sol-gel growth method with
sintering at 700 ◦C. In the measurements, it was positioned between two platinum
conductors and measured under electric fields of various strengths, pulse lengths and
directions. The objective was to measure ferroelectric properties of the sample and
to establish a model for its inner structure and electric transportation mechanisms.
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In a larger scope, the goal was to examine the possibility of using BFBT(Mn) in
semiconductor industry, particularly as a material for non-volatile memories.
This thesis first describes the background of electric properties and conduction
mechanisms in solids. Then the material and measurement techniques are intro-
duced, finally followed by the results and discussion on the measured phenomena
and conclusions.
2. Ferroelectricity
Ferroelectrics are materials which possess a spontaneous electric polarization, that
is, a net polarization in the absence of an external electric field. The polarization
direction follows reversibly the direction of the applied field. Even though the term
ferro refers to iron, ferroelectrics in general are not ferrous – or not even metallic.
The term ferro refers to the earlier characterized type of materials, ferromagnets, of
which iron is a famous example. Ferroelectrics and ferromagnets are in many ways
analogous to each other even though the origin of their properties are completely
different. The first known ferroelectric material was Rochelle salt (KNaC4H4O6,
4H2O), which was discovered by J. Valasek in 1921 [15].
Typically, the ferroelectrics exhibit dipolar polarization, where the molecules
or unit cells have asymmetric distribution of atoms or electrons. The situation
is visualized in Figure 2.1. Displacement of the central cation with respect to the
surrounding anions results in net polarization in the unit cell, thus the name dipolar.
In ferroelectrics, it is energetically favourable for the neighbouring dipoles to have
their polarization parallel to each other.
Initially, dipoles of an untreated sample point in random directions due to
thermionic motion. In some small areas, domains are created by groups of parallel
dipoles, but net polarization is still close to zero as domains do not have any di-
rectional preference. When an external electric field is increased, single dipoles and
finally domains begin to align themselves according to the field and a net polar-
5
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Figure 2.1: [16] Zero, upward and downward polarization of a BaTiO3 perovskite unit
cell. The polarization is caused by the titanium atom in the center moving to asymmetric
position in respect to the other atoms.
ization is created. Initially the domains are small, but the interaction between an
increasing field and the neighbouring domains eventually leads to specimen-wide do-
mains, in an ideal case. This is when the sample reaches its saturation polarization,
Ps, and all the polarization vectors point in the same direction.
When the electric field is being reversed, the net polarization does not drop
immediately as the aligned domains and individual dipoles resist the change. In-
stead, the polarization stays almost at the saturation level until the electric field
is strong enough to polarize the dipoles in the opposite direction. The magnitude
of the electric field when the net polarization drops to zero is called the coercive
field, Ec. Correspondingly, the polarization at zero electric field is called remanent
polarization, Pr. The same phenomenon is repeated with an opposite field of similar
magnitude: the net polarization reaches again a saturation level when all the unit
cells are polarized in the same direction, which is now opposite to the previous case.
Therefore, when the electric field is swept between two extremes, the net polariza-
tion of the material forms a so called hysteresis loop. For ideal ferroelectrics, the
loop is symmetrical, and the remanent polarization is close to the saturation polar-
ization. The area inside the loop represents the work that is required to reverse the
polarization. An example hysteresis loop in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: A typical, nearly ideal and symmetrical polarization curve that shows a
hysteresis loop. The graph also visualizes the common dielectric properties: saturation
polarization Ps , remanent polarization Pr and coercive electric field Ec. The blue arrows
indicate an increasing electric field while red arrows indicate a decreasing one.
Ferroelectricity is a property of certain materials and it is normally existent only in
a certain temperature range. At large temperatures, the level of symmetries in the
unit cells is higher – for example a cubic symmetry – and there are no distortions of
ions and therefore no dipole is formed. At the transition temperature, the material
undergoes a structural phase transition between two crystal symmetry phases [17].
This temperature is called the Curie temperature, TC , and it is characteristic for each
ferroelectric compound. Above the Curie temperature, the ferroelectric materials
are generally in a dielectric phase, where there is no net polarization without an
external field. That is, the P–E curve does not show any hysteresis loop [18].
There are a total of 32 possible crystallographic symmetry groups, 21 of which
are non-centrosymmetric – a property which permits ferroelectricity. Out of these
21 groups, 20 are piezoelectric and out of them, 10 are pyroelectric. All the fer-
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roelectrics belong to this last subgroup, but must in addition exhibit reversible
polarization between two ground states in minimum. That is, all ferroelectric mate-
rials are piezoelectric and pyroelectric, but not vice versa. The relationships of the
different subgroups are visualized in Figure 2.3. Piezoelectricity is a property where
the electric polarization is (usually linearly) proportional to an external mechanical
stress. Pyroelectricity, again, is a property where the polarization is proportional to
the temperature of the material [17].
Figure 2.3: [19] A diagram showing the relationship between material subgroups.
2.1 Ferromagnetism and multiferricity
Ferromagnets are materials which express spontaneous net magnetization M . They
are in many ways analogous to ferroelectric ones, but the driving field is in this case
the magnetic field B. In general, the magnetic field is related to the magnetization
via vacuum permeability µ0 and magnetic flux density H by
B = µ0(M +H). (2.1)
Also, the origin of the phenomenon is different compared to ferroelectricity due to
the lack of magnetic monopoles. The spontaneous magnetism is caused by unpaired
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electrons in atoms. While the spins of all paired electrons overcome each other, the
unpaired spins contribute to a non-zero net magnetization.
Ferromagnetism has been studied qualitatively from the 17th century and
quantitatively from 1850’s, so it has much longer history than the studies of fer-
roelectricity. This is also the reason why the foundations of ferromagnetism were
already established during the discovery of ferroelectricity in 1920’s and many of
the terms and ideas linked to ferroelectricity are borrowed from ferromagnetism
[18]. However, these similarities are limited only to the macroscopic level and it is
actually quite fascinating, how so identical properties can arise from such different
microscopical phenomena.
Multiferricity is a phenomena, where a material exhibits both ferroelectric and
ferromagnetic properties simultaneously. This kind of materials are called multifer-
roics. On some occasions the term may also be used when ferroelasticity is linked
to the above mentioned properties [19], but later during this work the term is only
used to refer to simultaneous ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism. Multiferroics have
been searched for from the 1950’s, but only during the last fifteen years have they
been under larger interest.
2.2 Domains
As mentioned previously, even though it is energetically favourable for the neigh-
bouring ferroelectric unit cells to align parallel to each other, distinct domains with
nonparallel orientations are always formed in the material. The region in between
two domains is called a domain wall. These domains are formed because of the
competition between the energy inside the domains and the energy bound to the
domain walls [20].
The domain walls are essentially different for ferroelectrics and ferromagnet,
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however, the transition types between domain walls are still similar. In ferromagnets,
the energy of a domain wall is primarily governed by exchange energy, which favours
parallel alignment of the spins. Thus, the domain walls have typically thicknesses
of hundreds unit cells. In ferroelectrics, again, the domain wall energy is dominated
by the coupling between the polarization and the strain, which allows domain walls
with thicknesses of even a few unit cells [17]. In ferroelectrics, the most common type
of a domain wall is the so called 180◦ domain wall, which is located in between two
regions of antiparallel polarization. Also 90◦ domain walls are commonly observed
[21, p. 429].
The domain walls are more probable to occur if there already exist some crys-
tallographic defects. These irregularities in the crystal lattice may occur due to
differences in the crystal phase or composition of the material or for example ex-
ternal mechanical stress. Also, if the crystal lattice is broken between the regions,
the material is called granular with grain boundaries separating the crystal grains.
Generally, the structural differences between two grains are more severe than the
differences between two domains with the same crystal orientation.
There are three basic and two mixed types of polarization or magnetic moment
transitions inside the domain walls [17]. They are explained below and illustrated
in Figure 2.4.
• Ising-like: in an Ising-like domain wall, the polarization vector does not
change direction, rather than it changes its magnitude from maximum to zero
and again to the opposite maximum. Even though the type is common in fer-
roelectric domain walls, it is named after the Ising model, which is a simplified
model to describe magnetic domains.
• Bloch wall, where the magnetization vector rotates out of the magnetization
plane. This is common in ferromagnetic bulk materials.
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• Néel wall, in which the rotation occurs in-plane of the domain wall. This kind
of wall is energetically less favourable than the Bloch wall, but is common in
thin ferromagnetic samples.
• Mixed Ising-Néel wall, where both the magnitude and the orientation of
the vector change in-plane over the transition.
• Mixed Ising-Bloch wall, where both the magnitude and the vector orienta-
tion change out-of-plane, respectively.
The energy density of the domain wall is inversely proportional to the width of the
transition region. This means that with ferroelectric walls, the energy density can
be several orders of magnitude higher, compared to that of ferromagnetic walls.
The competition between the wall energy and the energy inside the domain in fer-
roelectrics typically leads to stripe domains, where antiparallel domains are located
periodically after each other. The width of one domain w can be estimated by
Kittel’s law: [22]
w =
√
σ
U
d. (2.2)
In the equation, σ is the domain wall energy density per unit area, U is the volumetric
energy density of the domain and d is the domain thickness.
The domains play an important role in determining the electrical properties
of a material. The coercive electric field can be thought as a field that is required
to revert the polarization of at least half of the domains. The presence of large
antiparallel domains locked in their directions lowers the saturation polarization,
compared to the case where all the unit cells are polarized parallel to each other. The
saturation polarization can be increased by poling the sample. That is, generating
a strong and rapidly alternating electric field which loosens the locking of the unit
cells inside a domain and eventually destroys the existing domains [20].
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In multiferroic materials, both electric and magnetic effects play role in the form-
ing of the domain walls. For example, there can be net magnetization inside a
ferroelectric domain wall [20].
Figure 2.4: [17, 23] Different types of domain walls:
(a) Ising-like wall, (b) Bloch wall, (c) Néel wall and (d) a mixed Ising-Néel wall.
(e) shows the atomic displacements between two domains in PbTiO3 perovskite unit cells.
(f) shows the normalized polarizations along in-plane (red) and out-of-plane (black) axes,
suggesting a mixed Ising-Néel wall type.
3. Conduction mechanisms in
dielectrics
3.1 Semiconductors
Semiconductors are materials whose conduction or insulation properties can be
changed by modifying external or internal factors. Possible external factors in-
clude variation of temperature or mechanical stress while the internal factors are
usually related to a phase changes or modifying the amount of impurity atoms. The
conductivity properties of a material are dominated by two fundamental variables
in the solid state physics: Fermi energy εF and band gap Eg, each of which are
characteristic for each compound.
The Fermi energy is defined as the energy of the topmost filled orbital at
absolute zero temperature [24, p. 137]. This means that electrons can have an
energy state above the Fermi level only if they are excited via external stimuli, such
as thermionic motion or absorbed photon.
Bloch’s theorem states that electrons in a perfect crystal lattice have wave
functions which have a form of a Bloch wave, which again is a plane wave multiplied
by a periodic function [1, p. 252]. These wave functions determine the allowed
energy states for electrons – energy bands. However, on some energies, there are no
wavelike electron orbitals. Such forbidden regions are called band gaps [24, p. 163].
13
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The relative magnitudes of the Fermi energy and the band gap define the conduc-
tivity properties of a material as clarified in Figure 3.2. For metals, the band gap
is very small or it is not near the Fermi energy which means that even with a small
additional energy, the electrons can jump from a valence state to a conductive state.
With insulators, the band gap is fairly large and leaping of electrons from a valence
state to a conductive state requires a lot of energy. Semiconductors are located in
between, where the Fermi level is typically in the middle of the band gap. Thus, a
slight difference in the properties might change the conductive state.
Typically, the band gap is in the magnitude of 1 eV for semiconductors. For
insulators, it is larger, generally at least 4 eV.
Figure 3.1: [25] Relative locations of Fermi energy EF and band gap for different kinds
of conductors as function of density of states.
Semiconductor doping
Semiconductors can be divided into two basic groups: intrinsic and extrinsic semi-
conductors. Intrinsic semiconductors are semiconductors by nature with Fermi en-
ergy in the middle of the band gap. For extrinsic ones, some modifications in the
structure or external properties has to be made to achieve the semiconductivity.
A common way to produce a semiconductor out of a suitable material is to
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add impurity atoms which have either more (donors) or less (acceptors) valence
electrons than the atoms in the pure lattice. This procedure is called doping [24, p.
209]. This modification creates either excess electrons or holes which can both act as
charge carriers. This effectively modifies the electronic band structure by creating
so called impurity bands. For donor impurities, the impurity band is just below
the conduction band, thus effectively reducing the band gap and creating an n-type
semiconductor. For acceptor impurities again, the impurity band is just above the
valence band, thus also reducing the band gap and creating a p-type semiconductor.
Figure 3.2: [26] A schematic diagram showing the impurity bands for n and p-type
semiconductors.
3.2 Conduction mechanisms
As dielectrics are by definition insulators, they do not conduct electricity unless
under special conditions such as under an electric field, gaining thermal energy or
both. A common way to measure conductivity is to place the dielectric between two
electrodes so that the system acts as a capacitor. The conductivity (or insulation)
is determined by following the mechanisms how electrons travel across the medium.
The conduction mechanisms are separated into two larger groups: electrode
and bulk limited conduction mechanisms [27].
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3.2.1 Electrode limited conduction mechanisms
When the movement of the electrons is limited by the interface between the (semi)conductor
electrodes and the semiconductor or dielectric medium, the mechanism is called elec-
trode limited. There are several subtypes of these kinds of mechanisms.
For metal–semiconductor junctions, the transport properties are dominated by
the Schottky barrier formed at the interface. Schottky barrier is a potential energy
barrier for electrons formed at an interface between a metal and a semiconductor
[1, p. 335]. It is formed because the Fermi levels of the different conductors must
equal at the interface. The barrier height and shape can be altered via an external
bias voltage.
Direct tunneling
Metal
Metal
Insulator
Electric field
Po
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Figure 3.3: Direct tunneling. The electron may only tunnel through the whole medium.
Electron sees the dielectric insulator as a potential barrier due to it’s higher energy of
conduction band.
When the voltage between the two electrodes is small, the potential through the
medium is almost flat. The only option for an electron which has too low thermal
energy to overcome the barrier is to tunnel through the whole capacitor. From quan-
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tum mechanics it is known that the tunneling probability decreases exponentially as
a function of range, so this mechanism is really unlikely except for really thin sam-
ples with thickness smaller than a few nanometers. Direct tunneling is visualized in
Figure 3.3.
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling
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Figure 3.4: Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. Under an electric field, the electron is able
tunnel through only a triangular portion of the potential, thus increasing the tunneling
probability greatly.
When the voltage between the electrodes is increased, also the potential difference
inside the medium increases. The potential barrier becomes a "slope". Now the
electron tunneling through the medium does not need to tunnel through the whole
thickness. Instead the electron sees a triangular potential wall and the probability
to pass through it is significantly higher. Fowler-Nordheim (F–N) tunneling is visu-
alized in Figure 3.4. In this mechanism the current J is related to electric field E
via equation
J = q
3E2
8pihqφB
exp
[
−8pi(2qm
∗
T )1/2
3hE φ
3/2
B
]
, (3.1)
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where q is electron charge, h is Planck’s constant, qφB is the potential barrier height
in the interface and m∗T is the tunneling effective mass of an electron in the dielectric
[27].
Thermionic emission
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Figure 3.5: Thermionic emission. A thermally excited electron may jump over the
Schottky barrier created in the metal–insulator interface.
The Schottky barrier formed in the metal–insulator junction may be lowered by an
image force felt by electrons in the semiconductor near the interface. Such an elec-
tron creates an electric field, which must be perpendicular to the interface surface.
Thus, an equal positive charge can be imagined equidistant from the interface in
the metal side. This positively charged imaginary particle creates a so called im-
age force, which effectively lowers the barrier height [28]. Using Coulomb’s force of
attraction, the amount of barrier lowering due to the image force can be expressed
as
∆φB =
√
qE
4piεrε0
, (3.2)
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where εr and ε0 are the relative and vacuum permittivity, respectively.
This image force phenomenon makes it easier for the electron to jump over the
barrier. Conduction by this phenomena is called Schottky emission or thermionic
emission (SE or TE). The probability of an electron to overcome a potential barrier
increases with higher thermal energy.
It is also possible that the conduction mechanism is a combination of thermionic
emission and Fowler-Nordheim tunneling. The electron may gain enough thermal
energy so that it rises higher in the potential and sees a smaller triangular barrier
to tunnel through. This mechanism is called thermionic-field emission. Thermionic
conduction is visualized in Figure 3.5. In this mechanism, J is related to electric
field E via equation
J = A∗T 2 exp
−q
(
φB −
√
qE
4piεrε0
)
kBT
 ,
A∗ = 4piqk
2
Bm
∗
h3
= 120m
∗
m0
,
(3.3)
where T is the temperature of the system, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, m∗ is
the electron effective mass inside the medium, m0 is the free electron rest mass and
the rest are defined as with Equation 3.1 [27].
3.2.2 Bulk limited conduction mechanisms
The other main group of conduction mechanisms is bulk limited conduction, in which
the conductive electrons arise from within the dielectric material and the magnitude
of conductivity is limited by the properties of the material.
Poole-Frenkel emission
The Poole-Frenkel emission (P–F) is in many ways analogous to the thermionic
emission of electrode limited mechanisms (and therefore also called internal Schottky
emission). An electron inside the medium may gain enough thermal energy to hop
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Figure 3.6: Poole-Frenkel emission. Thermal energy and the electric field excite the
electron from the impurity band to the valence band.
from the impurity band to the conduction band. An applied electric field over the
medium does also loosen the electron from the attraction of the nuclei. The Poole-
Frenkel emission is visualized in Figure 3.6. In this mechanism, the current J is
related to the electric field E via equation
J = qµNCE exp
−q
(
φT −
√
qE
piεrε0
)
kBT
 , (3.4)
where µ is the electron drift mobility, NC is the density of states in the conduction
band, φT is the trapping energy and the others are defined as in Equations 3.1 and
3.3 [27].
Hopping conduction
Correspondingly, the hopping conduction resembles the tunneling mechanisms of the
electrode limited mechanisms. There are always some defects in the atomic lattice,
which can act as trap sites for electrons. The trapped electrons may be excited to
the conduction band or tunnel into empty sites nearby. The tunneling direction is
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Figure 3.7: Hopping conduction. The electrons may tunnel from one trapping site to
another.
biased by the external electric field. Hopping conduction is visualized in Figure 3.7.
In this mechanism, the current J is related to electric field E via equation
J = qanν exp
[
qaE − Ea
kBT
]
, (3.5)
where a is the mean hopping distance, n is the electron concentration in the con-
duction band of the medium, ν is the frequency of thermal vibration of electrons at
trap sites. Ea is activation energy, i.e. the energy difference between the bottom
of a trapping site and the conduction band and the rest are the same as defined
previously [27].
Ohmic conduction
Ohmic conduction is the so called "normal" conduction mechanism, where the charge
carriers are mobile electrons in the conduction band or holes in the valence band.
This is the conduction mechanism found in all basic metal conductors.
In insulators, the probability of electrons being in the conduction band is
very low, but still non-zero. The Fermi energy can be approximated to be in the
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middle between the valence band and the conduction band [27]. In all temperatures
above the absolute zero, the electrons may still gain enough energy ascend to the
conduction band. This mechanism is highly dependent on the temperature.
The magnitude of Ohmic conduction is usually really small and it is actually
observed only when no other conduction mechanism is dominating. By it’s name-
sake, the Ohm’s law, the current is proportional to the potential difference between
the electrodes
J = σE = nqµE, n = NC exp
[
EF − EC
kBT
]
, (3.6)
where σ is the conductivity of the medium, n is the number of electrons in the
conduction band, EF is the Fermi energy and the rest are the same as defined
earlier [27].
Ionic conduction
In ionic conduction mechanism, the charge carriers are ions instead of electrons.
The migration of ions is usually linked to the existence of ionic lattice defects,
which act as charge carriers. With an external electric field tilting the potential,
the ions may gain enough energy to overcome the potential barrier from one defect
site to another. In the mechanism, the current is exponentially proportional to the
difference between the potential barrier height and the electric field [27]:
J = J0 exp
[
q
kT
(
Ed
2 − φB
)]
, (3.7)
where d is the distance between the electrodes, J0 = σ0 = nqµ0 is a proportional
constant current, σ0 is the constant conductivity, µ0 is the constant ionic mobility
and the rest are the same as defined earlier.
Because the ionic mass is in the order of 1000 greater than the electronic
one, the constant mobility – and thus the electric current – is multiple orders of
magnitude lower than with electric conduction.
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3.3 Non-uniform mechanisms
Conduction mechanism in a sample may be dependent on the electric field, temper-
ature, or other variable properties. It can be a combination of the above mentioned
mechanisms, or the material may even undergo some structural changes, which mod-
ify its conductivity properties.
3.3.1 Space charge limited conduction
The last conduction mechanism to be introduced is the Space Charge Limited Con-
duction mechanism (SCLC). It consists of three different conduction stages [29].
With a low applied voltage, the charge carriers emitted by the anode are too
slow to reach the cathode before the dielectric relaxation of the material. In other
words, the driving force from the external electric field is not enough to overcome
the entropic force, which by diffusion distributes the electrons evenly in the sample.
The time it takes for electron to pass from anode to cathode is called the transit
time, τc, as the time it takes for the electrons to distribute evenly in the sample
is called the dielectric relaxation time, τd. The observed conductivity follows the
Ohm’s law:
JOhm = qn0µ
V
d
, (3.8)
where JOhm is the ohmic current, n0 is the concentration of the free charge carriers
in thermal equilibrium, V is the voltage across the capacitor and d is the distance
between the plates. The rest of the variables are the same as defined previously.
When the voltage is increased, the mobility of the charge carriers also increases
and the relaxation time decreases. Eventually the electron transit and the relaxation
time are equal (τc = τd) and some electrons are able to penetrate the medium and
act as current carriers in the circuit. This region is called the traps-filled limit (TFL)
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conductivity region as some of the charge carrier trapping sites are filled with the
injected electrons and the next electrons pass them freely. The TFL conduction
occurs with voltages above the so called SET voltage VSET.
The conductivity increases in the TFL region with the current JTFL being now
proportional to the potential difference squared:
JTFL =
9
8µεrε0θ
V 2
d3
, (3.9)
where θ is the ratio of the free carrier density to total carrier density, the rest are
the same as defined earlier.
In the second conduction stage, some of the traps are still empty and may
capture the electrons passing by, thus reducing the current. When the voltage is yet
increased, ever fewer electrons are caught by the traps and eventually all traps are
filled. The electrons passing through the medium without being caught by the traps
form a so called trap-free space charge current which can be several magnitudes
higher than the traps-filled one [27].
The upper limit of the traps-filled region, the so called traps-filled limit, is
encountered at voltage VTFL when all the traps are filled. After this limit, the
current follows the Mott-Gurney form of Child’s law and is still proportional to the
voltage squared, but does not depend on the concentration of the free carrier density
[30]:
JChild =
9
8µεrε0
V 2
d3
. (3.10)
The transition voltages VSET and VTFL and the ratio of free carrier density to total
carrier concentration θ can be expressed as
VSET =
8
9
qn0d
2
εrε0θ
, (3.11)
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θ = NC
gnNt
exp
[
Ea − EC
kBT
]
, (3.12)
VTFL =
qNtd
2
2εrε0
, (3.13)
where gn is the degeneracy of the energy state in the conduction band, Nt is the
trap concentration, Ea is the activation energy and the rest of the symbols the same
as defined above.
The electron transit time τc and the relaxation time τd can be expressed as
τc =
d2
µθVSET
, (3.14)
and
τd =
εrε0
qnµθ
. (3.15)
3.3.2 Resistive switching
Resistive switching (RS) is a phenomenon where the resistance of a material suddenly
changes at certain magnitudes of an increasing or decreasing electric field. It has
been observed in various transition metal oxides, such as SrTiO3, Cu2O and NiO
[31]. There are two main types of resistive switching processes: unipolar and bipolar.
In unipolar switching process, the switching direction depends on the mag-
nitude of the applied voltage, but not on the polarization. That is, the system is
initially in the High Resistance State (HRS), but when the voltage across the sam-
ple is increased above a threshold voltage, VSET, the conduction mechanism changes
and the system shifts into a Low Resistance State (LRS). The state returns back to
HRS when the voltage is dropped back to zero and then again its absolute value is
increased above a reset voltage, VRESET. As mentioned, the switching process does
not depend on the polarity of the voltage.
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In bipolar switching, again, the switching process does depend on the polarity of
the voltage. The set process can only occur with a positive voltage and the reset
with a negative one, or vice versa.
The unipolar switching has been observed in various insulating oxides, while
the bipolar switching is common in complex oxides, such as perovskites [31]. Some
compounds may exhibit both types of switching processes, depending on the doping
and other external properties [32]. The current to voltage (I/V) curves for both
switching types are shown in Figure 3.8. In many cases, the conductive stages and
the I/V curves resemble the ones in SCLC.
Figure 3.8: [33] Typical I/V curves showing the current as function of voltage for (a)
unipolar (b) bipolar switching. With unipolar switching, the process does not depend on
the polarization of the changing voltage, as opposed to bipolar switching.
Apart from material research, the RS can be applied in modern electronics. In fact,
this is already utilized in MOSFET transistors and some dielectric materials show
promising properties for new kinds of memory materials such as Ferroelectric RAMs
(FeRAMs) and memristor based ReRAMs [34].
The mechanisms behind the RS have been studied thoroughly, but no single
model has been able to explain all the characteristic behaviour [35, p. 189-190].
Some of the most prominent models are introduced below.
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Filamentary model
Filamentary resistive switching is a model where the change of resistance occurs due
to formation of conductive filaments. Especially in bipolar switching, the filaments
are commonly associated with a migration of oxygen ions and vacancies [36].
According to the model, the oxygen ions and vacancies drift under an electric
field to the electrodes, where the vacancies assemble on the cathode after an electro-
forming process. Eventually, the vacancies align and form continuous filaments that
reach the whole distance between the electrodes. The filaments may have widths
of only a few nanometers and they are likely to align with the grain boundaries or
domain walls [31].
The material switches back to the HRS state when a rupture occurs in the
filament. The causes of the rupture are under debate, but many references suggest
deformation due to Joule heating, i.e. heating caused by current flowing through
the narrow filaments [32]. However, also rupture due to diffusion has been suggested
[37].
Figure 3.9: [38, 39] Different stages of filamentary resistive switching. In (a), the system
is in the HRS state and in (b), the filament starts to form at VSET. (c) shows the system
with a filament in the LRS state and (d) shows the rupture of the filament after returning
to the HRS state.
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Domain model
Another model for the RS suggests that the sample consists only of three types of
domains: top, middle and bottom, out of which, middle domains are the largest [40].
The model assumes that there is no drift current, but all the conductivity is caused
by electrons tunneling between or inside the domains. The conductive state changes
upon application of a short voltage pulse, which alters the electron occupation of
the top and bottom domains. The new occupation state results in a change in the
current.
Schottky barrier modulation model
The Schottky barrier modulation model focuses on the changes at the electrode–
(semi)conductor interface. The model suggests that local filaments are formed on
one of the electrodes [41]. Those filaments, induced by oxygen vacancies migrat-
ing from the bulk, lower the Schottky barrier at the interface, thus changing the
conductive state.
3.3.3 Threshold switching
Threshold switching (TS) is a process that is really close to RS and SCLC. With
low applied voltages, the system is in an Ohmic conduction HRS, but when the
voltage is increased over a certain threshold, VTH, the system switches suddenly into
the LRS. The system remains in the high conductivity state as long as the voltage
is kept above the holding voltage, VH, which is commonly smaller than VTH [42].
This is where the threshold switching differs from resistive switching: the LRS to
HRS change occurs with the same polarization of voltage, only the magnitude is
important.
Even though the process has been studied from 1960’s and 70’s, there is still
no mutual agreement on the microscopic effects in the background. However, some
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general features for TS have been found: [42]
• VTH is linearly proportional to the distance between the electrodes, hinting
towards threshold electric field rather than voltage.
• VTH is inversely proportional to the system temperature.
• As opposed to VTH, VH is independent of the electrode spacing.
• The HRS does not depend on the electrode area.
• There is a small delay in the switching from HRS to LRS after the VTH has
been applied. A similar delay also occurs during the switching from LRS to
HRS.
After the discovery of the TS phenomenon by Ovshinsky in 1968, the first qualitative
model was presented by Adler et al. [43] less than 10 years later. The principles
of the Adler’s model are close to those of the SCLC mechanism. During the last
15 years, several fairly different models have been presented for both switching
directions, but none of those has been able to explain all the aspects of the process
[42].
3.4 Comparison of the mechanisms
Each conduction mechanism has its own characteristic proportionality to the applied
electric field. Most of them are also temperature sensitive. Selected conduction
mechanisms are listed in the table below. The table is visualised in Figure 3.10.
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Table 3.1: Conduction mechanism comparison
Mechanism Proportionality
Thermionic emission log(J) ∝ E1/2
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling log(J/E2) ∝ 1/E
Poole-Frenkel emission log(J/E) ∝ E1/2
Hopping conduction log(J) ∝ E
Ohmic conduction J ∝ E
Space Charge Limited Conduction JOhm ∝ E, JTFL ∝ E2, JChild ∝ E2
So, each mechanism has its own kind of proportionality, which makes it possible to
distinguish the mechanisms from an I/V graph. Each graph also tells a lot about
the material itself. For example in Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, the log(J/E2) versus
1/E graph should be linear. According to Equation 3.1, the slope of the graph tells
the relation between the effective mass and the barrier height:
slope = −6.83× 107
√
m∗T
m0
φ3B. (3.16)
Thus, the conduction mechanisms can be used to measure multiple properties of
a sample. Different kinds of mechanisms may rise in different temperatures and
electric fields even with the same sample. It is also possible for a material to exhibit
two or more conduction mechanisms simultaneously, some being more dominant in
certain conditions.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of different conduction mechanisms, each of which has a differ-
ent kind of proportionality between the current and the electric field. The SCLC mechanism
also differs from the other mechanisms by showing three different stages.
4. BFBT(Mn) material and its
fabrication and analysis
4.1 Fabrication and characterization techniques
4.1.1 Sol–gel growth method
Sol-gel growth is a technique for producing amorphous or crystalline solid materials
out of small molecules. The key phenomena of the process were first observed already
in the 19th century. Understanding and the popularity of the method grew steadily
during the 20th century and beginning from the 1980’s, it can be described as its
own scientific field, sol–gel science [44].
The name of the method consists of two parts, which also describe the key
phases in the process. A sol is "a colloidal suspension of solid particles in a liquid
medium". Much like the solid particles in aerosol are surrounded by a gaseous
medium. The sizes of the particles are in the nanoscale, which means that the
dominant forces are short-range forces, such as van der Waals attraction.
Gel, in the other hand, is defined as "two-component system of a semisolid
nature, rich in liquid". Additionally, it is also required for both of the phases to be
continuous throughout the whole sample. That is, long network of solid rods inside
a liquid medium [45].
The process begins with preparing the precursor materials, which generally
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consist of a metal or metalloid element surrounded by a non metal or metalloid
atoms. The molecules are hydrolysed and the resulting molecules, monomers, linked
together via condensation. This kind of process is repeated to form long, fractal-
like polymer chains which consist of numerous repeated molecules, monomers, in
three dimensions. Once the initial solution of precursor monomers is condensed into
cross-linked polymers of macroscopic length scale, the initial sol phase has been
transformed into gel.
The next stage is called shrinkage. It usually includes evaporation of the liquid
in the gel, causing deformation in the polymer network. The resulting substance
is called xerogel, dry gel. During the process, the rise in the capillary pressure
causes shrinkage of the network, resulting in 80 % to 90 % decrease in the volume
[45]. To achieve a crystalline end product, the xerogel needs to be heated to high
enough temperature to cause sintering between the amorphous polymer. The re-
quired temperature varies along with the used materials, but is usually around 1000
K.
Figure 4.1: A schema of the Sol-Gel procedure.
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4.1.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, XPS, is a surface sensitive technique for charac-
terization of solids. The technique is widely known also as Electron Spectroscopy
for Chemical Analysis, ESCA. The physical effect behind the technique was first
observed by Heinrich Hertz in 1880’s. Later Albert Einstein famously explained the
phenomenon and was awarded with a Nobel Price in Physics "for his discovery of
the law of the photoelectric effect" in year 1921. However, the potential for use of
the technique in materials science was not fully understood until the 1960’s. After
that, the development has been rapid and XPS has established its ground as one of
the most used surface sensitive material characterization techniques [46].
The physical background of XPS is based on the fact that electrons are bound
to atomic nuclei with energies that differ for each atomic orbital. In addition to
differences in orbitals, these binding energies are characteristic for each element.
That is, an element can be identified by the energy it binds an electron on a specific
orbital.
While a beam of X-ray photons is focused on a sample, electrons are excited
from the scattering photons. If the photon energy is high enough, the electron gains
enough energy to be emitted out of the atom. By knowing the photon energy and
measuring the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, it is possible to determine the
binding energy using the energy conservation law:
Ebinding = Ephoton − (Ekinetic + φ), (4.1)
where Ebinding is the binding energy of the electron, Ephoton the energy of the photon,
Ekinetic the kinetic energy of the measured electron and φ the work function. The
work function represents the minimum energy that is required to remove an electron
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from the solid surface to vacuum [46].
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Figure 4.2: A schematic figure of an X-ray photon kicking out a K-shell electron. hν
represents the photon energy (Planck’s constant h multiplied by the photon frequency ν).
The advantages of XPS include its relative simplicity and compactness. The com-
ponents needed are a stable X-ray source, a sufficient vacuum chamber and a spec-
trometer to measure the electron energies. This results in various commercial XPS
systems being available today. In principle, XPS is able to detect any elements,
but in practice the scattering cross sections for hydrogen and helium are too low
to produce detectable results. Due to the secondary scattering of electrons inside
the sample, XPS is strongly surface sensitive, being appropriate to depths from 0
to 10 nm. The sensitivity of the method is usually in the order of 1 % for elemental
concentration. The method also requires a high or ultra high vacuum (< 10−8 mbar)
for measuring only the sample itself and not any condensed atom layers on top of
it. Due to the requirement of high vacuum, the technique is mostly suitable only
for solid samples.
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4.1.3 Elastic recoil detection analysis
Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) is a materials analysis technique, which
utilizes heavy ion beams to measure the elemental concentration of a sample. ERDA
is able to measure the concentration as function of the sample depth, making it also
a bulk sensitive method.
The main principle of ERDA is bombarding a sample with incident ions which
have kinetic energies typically in the order of tens of MeV/u. These heavy ions collide
elastically with sample atoms, sputtering them out of the sample into a detector.
The resulting atomic concentrations can be expressed either absolutely or relatively.
All the elements in the sample can be measured simultaneously [47].
ᶰ
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Figure 4.3: A schematic illustration of a heavy ion with atomic number Zi and kinetic
energy Ei0 sputtering recoil atoms (Zr1 and Zr2) out of the sample in elastic collisions.
Following the energy and momentum conservation laws, the energy of the recoiling
atom Er is given by [48]
Er =
4MiMr cos2 φ
(Mi +Mr)2
Ei0 (4.2)
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where Ei0 is the initial energy of the incident ion, Mr and Mi are the masses of the
recoil atom and the scattered incident ion, respectively, and φ is the recoil angle.
The geometry is clarified in Figure 4.3.
The method is somewhat analogous to a more famous technique called Ruther-
ford backscattering (RBS). In ERDA, the atoms recoiling towards the direction of
the incident beam are detected (φ < 90◦), in contrary to RBS, where only the
incident ions that recoil opposite to the incident beam are detected (φ > 90◦).
The benefits of ERDA include the detection of practically all elements with
good energy resolution in any desired depth up to micrometer scale [48]. It com-
monly also used simultaneously with other especialy time-of-flight (TOF) detectors,
but also ∆E–E detectors and the RBS. A major drawback is that the technique re-
quires a high energy ion beam. Also the sputtering incidents cause the deformations
in the sample during measurements (which can also be a wanted phenomenon). In
general, an ERDA detector is able to measure all the recoil atoms which are lighter
than the incident ions. Typical incident ions include 35Cl, 63Cu, 79Br, 127I and 197Au
with kinetic energies ranging from 10 MeV/u up to 200 MeV/u [47].
From Equation 4.2, we see that by measuring the energy of a recoil atom, it
is possible to deduce its mass by knowing the mass and energy of the incident ion.
The energy is traditionally detected with an ionization chamber, but recently more
sophisticated detectors, such as solid state detectors or Bragg chambers have been
used to improve the resolution [48].
By combining the ERDA with another measurement, such as measuring the
speed of the recoil atom (TOF), measuring its stopping power in the beginning of
the ionization chamber (∆E–E) or measuring the shape of the stopping power in a
gaseous ionization chamber (Bragg peak) [49], it is possible to derive also the atomic
number of two atoms with similar masses.
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4.2 BFBT(Mn)
4.2.1 Perovskite structure
Perovskite crystal structures have the same type of unit cell as the perovskite min-
eral, which has the chemical formula of CaTiO3. The unit cell is visualized in Figure
4.4. In general, the chemical formula of perovskites is ABX3, where A’s and B’s are
cations of different sizes and X’s are anions [50]. They are named after the per-
ovskite mineral, which again is named after Russian 19th century mineralogist Lev
Perovski [51].
The perovskite unit cell has eight A atoms, one B atom and six X atoms.
The A cations are located in cube corners and they are each shared by eight unit
cells, while the B cations are in the center of the cube and belong solely to one unit
cell. The X anions are located in the face-centers of the cube and each shared by
two unit cells. So the total number of atoms per unit cell is Ntot = NA + NB +
NX = 8/8 + 1/1 + 6/2 = 5 and the concentrations of each element in a perovskite
structure are CA = NA/Ntot = 1/5 = 17 %, CB = NB/Ntot = 1/5 = 20 % and
CX = NX/Ntot = 3/5 = 60 %. A cations are generally larger than B’s and the X
anions are typically oxygen ions.
The ideal type of a perovskite unit cell is perfectly cubic, such as SrTiO3. But
more generally, the cell may be also tetragonal, orthorhombal or even rhombohedral.
The distortion may be caused by the elements of non-ideal size in the sites or external
effects, such as temperature, pressure or electric field. The ideal cubic atoms fulfil
the following Equation for the Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor
t = (rA + rX)√
2(rB + rX)
= 1, (4.3)
where rA, rB and rX are radii of atoms A, B and X respectively. The shape of the
unit shell – and thus the phase of the crystal – has a large effect on the properties
of the material. For t > 1, the B atom is not fully locked to the center, but is free
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Figure 4.4: [52] An ideal cubic perovskite unit cell with A atoms in the corner sites, B
atom in the center and oxygen anions in the face centers.
to move slightly, thus creating a dipole. This kind of dipole is called B-site driven.
For t < 1, the A atoms become more loose, but the material is not necessarily
ferroelectric, since the B atom is still bound to the centre of the octagon of X atoms
[17]. Since perovskites are not purely ionic compounds and the used ionic radii are
just estimates, the tolerance factor is just a rough approximation for the material’s
phase [53].
The interest within perovskites is their relative simplicity and extremely vari-
able electric and magnetic properties. Perovskite structures with transition metals
in B sites combined with oxygen anions in X sites express exceptionally high dielec-
tric permittivities. This is due to collective polar displacements of the metal ions
with respect to the oxygen sublattice and it is a highly non-linear and anisotropic
phenomenon [53]. Ferromagnetic effects can be observed especially with transition
metals with vacant 3d electron states, such as iron.
Due to the interesting properties, perovskite materials have been researched
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intensively during the last 70 years and they have been utilized in many fields and
applications such as capacitors, semiconductors, piezoelectrics, superconductors and
giant magnetoresistance [50, 54].
4.2.2 BaTiO3
Barium titanate (BTO) was the first found ferroelectric perovskite. After its discov-
ery in 1941 it has been examined comprehensively. It consists of Ba2+ ions in the A
sites, Ti4+ ions in the B sites and O2− ions in the X sites. The ionic radii of Ba2+,
Ti4+ and O2− are rBa ≡ rA = 161 pm, rTi ≡ rB = 60.5 pm and rO ≡ rX = 140 pm,
respectively [55]. By Equation 4.3, the value for Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor is
t ≈ 1.06. Since t > 1, the structure is not a perfect cubic, but slightly tetragonal.
This causes BTO to be a B-site driven ferroelectric.
Due to the slight asymmetry on one axis of the tetragon, the electric charges
of BTO do not cancel each other out, but the system is polarized electrically. The
polarization makes the material strongly ferroelectric. The dielectric constant of
BaTiO3 can be as large as εr = 7000 [50, 56].
Other ferroelectrically dielectric properties of BTO include the Curie tempera-
ture above room temperature, Tc ≈ 400 ◦C, remanent polarization Pr = 21.0µC/cm2,
spontaneous polarization PS = 26.0 µC/cm2 and the coercive field EC = 3.5 kV/cm,
the last three measured at room temperature [13]. However, it has to be noted that
these values are not purely characteristic to the compound, but also depend on the
fabrication method [50].
Due to its tetragonal unit cell structure, BTO has been observed to be a very
stable compound.
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4.2.3 BiFeO3
Bismuth ferrite (BFO) is one of the few materials to demonstrate both magnetic
and notable ferroelectric properties in the same room-temperature phase. Below its
Curie temperature TC ≈ 1103 K and Néel temperature TN ≈ 643 K, the material is
both ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic [57].
BFO has the same kind of perovskite structure as BTO. It consists of Bi3+
atoms in the A sites, Fe3+ atoms in the B sites and O2− atoms in the X sites. The
ionic radii of Bi3+, Fe3+ and O2− are rBi ≡ rA = 103 pm, rFe ≡ rB = 55 pm and
rO ≡ rX = 140 pm, respectively [55]. Again from Equation 4.3, the tolerance factor
is t ≈ 0.88, setting the structure to rhombohedral. The ferroelectricity, again, is
induced by the asymmetric unit cell and now the antiferromagnetism is caused by
the unpaired electron spin of the Fe3+ surrounded by the six antiparallel spins of
the neighbouring Fe atoms.
Values of spontaneous polarization for bulk BFO have been reported as 3.5
µC/cm2 along the 〈100〉 direction and 6.1 µC/cm2 along the 〈111〉 direction. How-
ever, an enhanced polarization of even 100 µC/cm2 has been observed in thin films
fabricated by pulsed laser deposition and chemical solution deposition [14]. The di-
electric constant has been reported to be between 50 and 300 in the typical frequency
range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz [12]. In addition to interesting polarization characteristics,
various conduction mechanisms have been observed for BFO samples with different
types of fabrication techniques or doping atoms. At least Poole-Frenkel, Space
Charge Limited, Schottky and Ohmic conduction mechanisms have been measured
[58].
Because of its large polarizability and low crystallization temperature, BFO
is considered a promising material for FeRAMs [59]. Other applications include
piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) [60]. BFO is also one of the
top candidates for a lead-free piezoelectric to replace the widely used lead zirconate
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titanate, PZT [61].
4.2.4 BFBT(Mn)
A major problem with BFO is its high electrical conductivity for an insulator. The
leakage current is linked to the abundance of Fe2+ ions instead of Fe3+’s, which leads
to an increased number of oxygen vacancies for charge compensation. Other concerns
include the difficulty of fabricating pure BFO samples [62] and phase instability [63].
To get rid of the problems, the recent interest has been in combining the BFO with
some other stable perovskite compound [14].
BTO has been a popular compound for such a perovskite. Its high polarizabil-
ity goes in hand with BFO’s and the tetragonal crystal structure brings the overall
structure of the solution closer to the ideal and more stable cubic structure. Multiple
studies have been made for xBiFeO3–(1-x)BaTiO3 solutions with x ranging from 0.3
to 1.0 [14, 59, 63, 64, 65]. The crystal structure of the solution is rhombohedral when
BFO is the dominant compound (1 > x > 0.66). When the BFO concentration is
decreased, the structure becomes cubic (0.66 > x > 0.08) and finally tetragonal
(0.08 > x > 0) [66].
Another improvement has been achieved by doping the solution with multi-
valent Mn ions. This has been reported to improve the resistivity, by following the
assumption that the Mn ions behave as acceptors, preventing the electron hopping
from Fe3+ to Fe2+ [14].
Typical values for reported dielectric properties of BFBT(Mn) are shown in
the Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Reported values for Mn-doped 0.75BiFeO3–0.25BaTiO3 system [66].
Property Value
Dielectric constant εr 557
Dielectric loss tan δ 0.046
Curie temperature TC 619 ◦C
Remanent polarization Pr 22.9 µC/cm2
Coercive field Ec 39.3 kV/cm
5. Experimental setup
A photograph of the sample in the measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.1. The
BFBT(Mn) sample between the Pt electrodes was connected to the measurement
system via two Be–Cu needles.
Figure 5.1: The measurement setup: Two Be–Cu needles connected to the Pt electrodes
either side of the sample.
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5.1 Sample
The sample used in this study was a thin film with thickness of 350 nm, consisting
of a mixture with 80 % of BFO and and 20 % of BTO. 5 % of the Fe ions in BFO
were replaced by Mn ions in aim to improve resistivity as has been observed in the
reference [59]. The compounds and their atomic structures are visuzalized in Figure
5.2. The film was produced by using the sol–gel growth method with sintering at 700
◦C and placed between two platinum electrodes. The top electrodes were arranged
into an array of circles with areas of 0.0314 mm2 and 0.1590 mm2 as shown in Figure
5.3(a).
FeBi O TiBa O
80% 20%
0.80[BiFe0.95Mn0.05O3]+0.20[BaTiO3]
Figure 5.2: The unit cell structure and the chemical formula of the used BFBT(Mn)
material. Both BFO and BTO lattices consist similar perovskite unit cells.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: (a) A picture of the top electrodes as seen through an optical microscope.
Bigger electrodes visible on the left side, and three smaller ones on the right. The diameters
are db = 0.45 mm and ds = 0.20 mm for the bigger and smaller electrodes respectively.
(b) A schematic illustration of the BFBT(Mn) sample between two Pt plates, acting as
capacitor. The relative thicknesses of the BFBT(Mn) thin film and the Pt electrodes are
not in scale.
5.1.1 Sample characteristics
The elemental concentrations were confirmed by both ERDA and XPS measure-
ments resulting in graphs that are in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Being more
surface sensitive, the XPS measurements are more vulnerable for impurities in the
vicinity of the electrodes, thus containing traces of also some unwanted elements.
The ERDA measurement, however, shows that the concentrations are within good
agreement with the desired ones. They also stay relatively constant in the bulk ma-
terial, but on the surface, O–H, O–C and O–C–H impurities exaggerate the oxygen
concentration in respect to other measured elements. More details in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: ERDA measurement shows the concentration of each element in the sample
as function of depth.
Table 5.1: Expected and measured concentrations
Element Expected ERDA XPS
Bi 80 % · 20 % = 16 % 15± 1 % 15 %
Fe 80 % ·(95 % · 20 %) = 15% 16± 3 % 5 %
Ba 20 % · 20 % = 4 % 4± 1 % 3 %
Ti 20 % · 20 % = 4 % 4± 1 % 3 %
O (80 %+20 %) · 60 % = 60 % 60± 6 % 74 %
Mn 80 % · (5 % ·20 %) = 0.8 % - 0.2 %
Figure 5.6 shows the peaks for Fe 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 orbitals. A Gaussian fit for the data
gives energies (724± 3) eV and (710± 2) eV, for Fe 2p1/2 and Fe 2p3/2, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: XPS binding energy spectrum. It contains the peaks for the expected elements,
but also traces of some other common elements, such as carbon.
A satellite peak can be observed at (718± 4) eV. The error margins were obtained
from the Full Width at Half Maximum. The fits for the XPS spectrum suggest that
the Fe2+/Fe3+ concentration is around 22 % : 78 %. The ratio was determined from
2p3/2 valence state binding energy by fitting with Fe2+ and Fe3+ spectral components
to the 2p3/2 peak.
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Figure 5.6: A zoom-in to the Fe 2p peaks. The fits for the spectral components of the
2p3/2 peak give estimates for the Fe2+/Fe3+ concentration.
5.2 Types of electrical measurements
The sample was investigated through electrical measurements, where two conductive
beryllium–copper needles were connected to 50 nm platinum electrodes either side of
the sample. The top electrode was connected directly to the contact needle, whereas
the bottom electrode was connected via a silver paint scratched through the sample
surface. The needles were connected by coaxial cables to a Radiant Technologies,
Inc. Precision Test System [67] (later referred as Radiant system). The system was
further connected digitally to a monitoring computer, which was used to collect the
resulting data and to control the measurement logic. The preliminary data analysis
and measurement preparation was handled by a Vision Software provided by the
Radiant Technologies Inc.
To understand the electrical properties of the sample, various different types of
measurements were conducted and repeated using multiple electrodes of both sizes.
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Polarization
One of the most informative sources when defining ferroelectricity of a material is
its polarization as the electric field is swept between negative and positive extremes.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, already the shape of the polarization curve tells whether
the material is ferroelectric or not, since all ferroelectric materials form a hysteresis
curve.
From the hysteresis curve, the saturation polarization and coercive field can
be obtained. The saturation polarization Ps tells about the polarizability of the
material. A small value implies that there are multiple domains which are difficult
to orient in one single direction. The coercive field Ec (coercivity), can be perceived
as the electric field required to depolarize a ferroelectric sample. Also the rema-
nent polarization Pr could be obtained from the polarization graph, but a distinct
measurement will provide more reliable results as explained in the next subsection.
The polarization depends on the pulse frequency, since the electric dipoles have
certain resonance frequencies which are more likely to switch the polarization. With
unnecessarily high frequencies, the dipoles do not have enough time to react to the
changing field.
The polarization measurements were conducted with electric fields ranging
from 430 to -430 kV/cm and frequencies from 1 Hz to 1 kHz, respectively. Depending
on the measurement method, triangular or square shaped pulses were used.
Remanent polarization
The remanent polarization is caused by the permanent dipoles that exist in the
material in the absence of an applied electric field. Even though the remanent
polarization can be estimated from the basic polarization curve, more reliable re-
sults can be obtained by calculating the Pr based on several distinct polarization
measurements.
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The polarization can be measured either using unswitched or switched electric pulses
which are visualized in Figure 5.7. The measurement using unswitched pulses quan-
tifies the maximal achievable polarization, while in the switched measurement, the
permanent dipoles aligning anti-parallel to the field do not contribute to the total
polarization. The actual remanent polarization can be calculated as the difference
between these two.
Figure 5.7: [68] A switched measurement uses pulses that have an opposite bias compared
to the previous one. An unswitched measurement again uses pulses that have the same
bias as the previous one. Both square-like and triangular pulses can be used.
Capacitance
Capacitance C is the ability of a material to store electric charge. As is seen in
Figure 1.1, it can be expressed as a ratio of charge Q over voltage V
C = Q
V
. (5.1)
So, ideally, the capacitance as function of electric field (or voltage) should show
the derivative of the polarization curve. If the material is ferroelectric, also the
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capacitance curve should show the hysteresis loop.
For a parallel plate capacitor, i.e. two charged plates separated by a dielectric
material with a permittivity ε = εrε0 and a distance d, the capacitance can be
calculated via a line integral of the electric field E between the plates
V =
∫ d
0
Edx =
∫ d
0
ρ
ε
dx = ρd
ε
= Qd
εA
, (5.2)
where ρ = Q/A is the charge density. Now combining with Equation 5.1, it is
possible to solve the equation for capacitance or for dielectric constant
C = ε0εr
A
d
⇔ εr = Cd
ε0A
. (5.3)
The dielectric constant, or relative permittivity, expresses how much an electric field
between two charges is shielded in a dielectric material due to the local polarization
of the dipoles. In general, the dielectric constant is not constant, but depends on the
frequency ω of the electric field. The value εr(ω = 0) is called the static dielectric
constant. The ε has both real and imaginary parts, denoted as
εr(ω) = ε′r(ω)− iε′′r(ω).
With the Radiant system, the capacitance measurements were conducted with the
same electric field and voltage ranges as the polarization measurements. In addition,
the capacitance against the frequency was measured using a separate oscilloscope
with the possible frequencies ranging up to 1 MHz. Only the real part of the
dielectric constant could be obtained from each of the measurements.
Leakage current
As discussed profoundly in Chapter 3, the I/V curve showing the leakage current as
function of voltage or electric field is characteristic for each conduction mechanism.
So, by observing the proportionality of the I/V curve, it is possible to determine
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the origin of the conductivity and to estimate values for some of the characteristic
constants too.
The I/V measurements were conducted by measuring the leakage current under
a voltage sweep similar to the polarization measurements. Maximum fields up to
340 kV/cm were used with measurement periods of a few minutes.
Fatigue
The endurance of the sample under heavy stress can reveal some interesting phe-
nomena as well as modify the ferroelectric properties. Electric poling is a method to
probe the fatigue properties of a ferroelectric sample. During the poling, the sample
is under a rapidly oscillating electric field. The field affects the dipoles inside the
ferroelectric, which may have impact on the domains, ionic defect migration and
other microscopical properties. There have been several reports on improved fer-
roelectric properties after putting the sample under heavy stress by poling it with
a rapidly changing electric field. Especially the remanent polarization Pr has been
observed to first increase along the number of poling cycles, until a rapid decrease
after prolonged poling [69, 70].
The fatigue measurements were conducted by poling he sample with bipolar
square pulses with magnitude between 200 and 300 kV/cm and frequency of 10 kHz.
The stressing was continued for up to 28 hours. The other ferroelectric measurements
were done on the sample right before and after the poling, as well as after a relaxation
time.
6. Results
The electrical measurements for BFBT(Mn) not only resulted in estimates for the
electrical properties of the sample, but also revealed varied conduction mechanisms
under different external conductions. Below, each measurement case is presented
separately. The calculated values mostly just estimates for the order of magnitude,
so it is not reasonable to show any error margins.
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6.1 Polarization
The measurements for polarization against electric field show clear hysteresis loops
in the measurements with maximum fields greater than 200 kV/cm, as can be seen
in Figure 6.1. The measured shape confirms that the sample is indeed ferroelectric.
An electric breakdown was observed before a saturated polarization could be
fully reached. From the graph it can be seen that the saturation polarization and
coercive field increase linearly with the maximum field of each measurement. The
largest measured values for the Ps and Ec were 39.9 µC/cm2 and 110 kV/cm, re-
spectively.
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Figure 6.1: The measurement of polarization against electric field shows clear hysteresis
loops and increase of saturation polarizations and coercive field along the maximum electric
field.
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6.2 Remanent polarization
The remanent polarization was measured as the difference between hysteresis loops
of switched and unswitched pulses as explained in the previous chapter. The re-
sulting graph can be seen in Figure 6.2. The greatest value of Pr = 3.4 µC/cm2
was achieved with maximum electric field of 340 kV/cm. However, the polarization
curve was not saturated so the real maximum value was not achieved for Pr.
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Figure 6.2: Remanent polarization measurement showing the hysteresis loops for switched
and unswitched pulses and the remanent polarization as their difference.
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6.3 Capacitance
Capacitance of the sample was measured both against the electric field (C/V mea-
surement) and frequency. The results are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. The C/V
measurement shows non-linear dependence along with hysteresis loops. The capaci-
tance decreases as the applied voltage increases. The loops contribute in confirming
the ferroelectricity of the sample. The shape of the curve also roughly follows the
derivative of the polarization curve.
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Figure 6.3: Capacitance as function of electric field. Like the polarization curve, the
capacitance also shows hysteresis loops.
The capacitance as a function of the frequency measured both by the Radiant sys-
tem and an oscilloscope. The results display a difference of almost an order of
magnitude. However, both results show almost linear decrease in the capacitance
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against logarithmically increasing frequency. Only in the higher frequencies does the
capacitance measured by the oscilloscope show non-linear behaviour with its value
starting to increase. Unfortunately, the range of the Radiant system ended at 10
kHz.
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Figure 6.4: Semilogarithmic plot of the capacitance as function of sampling frequency.
From the measurements, the dielectric constant of the material could be estimated
by inserting the values of capacitances, electrode area and the distance between the
electrodes into Equation 5.3. The used capacitances were obtained from both of the
measurements at a mid-range frequency of 1 kHz: CR = 0.2655 nF and Co = 2.401
nF for the Radiant and the oscilloscope, respectively. The electrode area is that of
the smaller electrode, As = 0.0314 mm2 and the distance between the electrodes
d = 350 nm. The value for the vacuum permittivity is ε0 = 8.854× 10−12 F/m. By
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the equation, the following dielectric constants were achieved
εr,R = 333
and
εr,o = 3020
for the Radiant system and the oscilloscope, respectively.
The difference between the two measurement devices is almost an order of
magnitude and makes it difficult to estimate their reliability. The most probable
explanation is poor calibration of the oscilloscope and not including all the side
effects, such as cable resistance and capacitance, in the calculation. The Radiant
system was calibrated more carefully with a larger set of test measurements and is
in better agreement with values achieved by other groups [65]. As a conclusion, the
value obtained by the Radiant system will be used in the further calculations and
will be denoted as εr.
6.4 Leakage current
The leakage current through the sample was measured as function of the electric
field and with variable sweep times. A typical result is shown in Figure 6.5. All of
the I/V plots show the absolute value of the current.
The BFBT(Mn) sample exhibits asymmetric I/V–characteristics with respect
to the applied field bias. The part under positive field bias shows sudden changes in
conductivity, whereas the negative bias part is linearly proportional to the applied
field. This is most probably due to the asymmetries in the vacancy and defect
concentrations in the vicinity of the electrode interfaces of the sample. However,
on some electrodes, the conductivity change was measured on both positive and
negative electric field. The reasons are argued more profoundly in Chapter 7.
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The current density under the positive bias shows a sudden change of about two
orders of magnitude at 140 kV/cm. A change in the opposite direction is observed
when the electric field is decreased to below 70 kV/cm. This switch in the conduc-
tivity greatly resembles the threshold switching phenomenon with strong hints to
the Space Charge Limited Conduction mechanism presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.5: Semilogarithmic plot of the I/V measurement shows sudden changes of con-
ductivity under positive field bias. The different states resistivity are called High Resistive
State (HRS) and Low Resistive State (LRS).
Figure 6.6 demonstrates the positive half of an I/V plot in the log-log scale. The
graph reveals three linear regions. The region I corresponds to HRS, as the conduc-
tion follows the Ohm’s law because the field is too small for the traps-filled limited
conduction. The voltage range of region II is really narrow, but still distinguishable.
It shows a steeper slope for dJ/dV . In the region III, the conductivity of the film
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is increased by over two orders of magnitude in comparison to the regions I and II
as the sample switches into the LRS.
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Figure 6.6: A full-logarithmic plot of an I/V measurement. In the graph, the three stages
of conductivity can be recognized. Linear dependence and corresponding fits are presented
by the dashed lines.
A linear fit ln(J) = p1 ln(V ) + p2 was performed for each region resulting in coeffi-
cients in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Linear fit coefficients for the log-log I/V plot in Figure 6.6.
Region p1 p2
I 1.07 -16.4
II 2.08 -17.8
III 2.01 -12.8
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The first region is in good agreement with the Ohm’s law as p1,I ≈ 1. Also, the
other two slopes p1,II and p1,III are close to 2, implying a quadratic correlation.
These values are in agreement with the SCLC mechanism. Assuming the SCLC,
several conductivity related characteristic values can be calculated.
Since the linear fits were made for the logarithmic plot, the logarithm of the
current can be expressed as
ln(J) = ln(PV k)) = k ln(V ) + ln(P ). (6.1)
In the SCLC, the exponent k is 1 for the Ohmic region and 2 for the other regions.
So the y–intercept p2 ≡ ln(P ) in the linear fits equals to all coefficients combined
in each SCLC related equations 3.8–3.15. J is the current normalized by area so its
dimension is [J ] = A/m2. The absolute current J ′ can be obtained by multiplying
J with the electrode area Ae. The slopes p1 are dimensionless, but ep2s have units
corresponding to the SCLC equations they are from:
[P2,I] ≡ [ep2,I ] = 1m2
C
Vs ,
[P2,II] ≡ [ep2,II ] = 1m2
C
V2s
and
[P2,III] ≡ [ep2,III ] = 1m2
C
V2s
,
for the regions I, II and III, respectively. From the graph, it is also possible to
extract the transition voltages VSET ≈ 4.15 V and VTFL ≈ 4.75 V as well as the
fraction JII/JIII ≡ θ ≈ 0.0078.
Additional constants needed with the SCLC Equations are thickness d = 350
nm, the dielectric constant which was obtained in the previous subsection and the
electric charge q = 1.6022× 10−19 C.
From Equation 3.11, the concentration of the free charges can be estimated
n0 =
9
8
εrε0θVSET
qd2
= 5.48× 1021 m−3.
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And the trap density Nt from Equation 3.13:
Nt =
2VTFLεrε0
qd2
= 1.43× 1024 m−3.
The electron mobility in the region III can be obtained from Equation 3.10:
µ = 89
d3
εrε0
ep2,III = 1.14× 10−5 cm2V−2s−1.
The retention of the LRS (switched) was measured as function of time. The sample
was set to LRS and then left to rest without applying any electric field except during
the conductivity measurement, when fields smaller than VSET were shortly applied.
From Figure 6.7, it can be seen that the LRS decays almost exponentially with half
time t1/2 at around 30 seconds.
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Figure 6.7: The stability measurement of the switched conduction state reveals that the
state vanishes quickly. The half time of the fitted LRS/HRS ratio curve is around 30
seconds.
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The switching is also reproducible, which implies that the field induced changes
in the material are recoverable over a period of time. Series of 18 consecutive I/V
measurements are presented in Figure 6.8, showing that the value of the SET-voltage
gradually decreases with increasing cycle number, while the RESET voltage stays
roughly the same. The average RESET voltage was found to be 2.2 V. with a
standard deviation of 0.5 V.
It was also found that there was no direct proportionality between the leakage
current and the electrode area.
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Figure 6.8: Series of 18 consecutive I/V measurements on the same electrode.
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6.5 Fatigue
The other ferroelectric measurements were done for the sample before and right after
a heavy poling, as well as after longer relaxation. Some of the results have been
visualized in Figures 6.9–6.11. All the ferroelectric properties, except the Ec, show
decrease in the measured properties after the stress. The leakage current shows also
change in the graph shape, indicating changes in the conduction mechanisms. List
of measured values for each state in table 6.2.
The endurance of the sample caused difficulties in conducting the fatigue mea-
surements properly. Many of the sample electrodes were destroyed by an electric
breakdown, which caused structural changes and completely wiped out all the fer-
roelectric properties.
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Figure 6.9: A PUND measurements during the fatigue cycles and the relaxation. The
remanent polarization Pr = 2dPr first increases during the testing, but then decreases
under relaxation.
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Table 6.2: Measurables before and after the stress tests.
Measurable Before stress After stress After relaxation
Saturation polarization 26.8 µC/cm2 17.9 µC/cm2 15.3 µC/cm2
Remanent polarization 4.2 µC/cm2 1.7 µC/cm2 1.4 µC/cm2
Coercive field 112 kV/cm 196 kV/cm 160 kV/cm
Dielectric constant (at 1 kHz) 315 194 182
Leakage current (at 170 kV/cm) 10.0 mA/cm2 1.8 mA/cm2 0.1 mA/cm2
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Figure 6.10: Capacitance measurement shows about 30 % drop after the poling.
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Figure 6.11: Before the fatigue, the sample was following the SCLC conduction. After
the fatigue, the switching disappeared, but the sample was still in a higher conductive state
compared to the Ohmic one. After a relaxation, the sample followed the Ohm’s law in the
whole region.
As can be seen from Figures, the sample seems to be in an unstable state right after
the poling. Based on the I/V curves, even the conduction mechanism changes. The
measured leakage current before the stress follows the SCLC mechanism on both
field directions. After the poling, the resistance switching effect disappears, but the
conductivity is still an order of magnitude higher than in the Ohmic state.
7. Discussion
There exist several hypotheses for the origin of the resistive switching mechanism in
various materials [31].
The finding that over 20 % of the Fe ions are Fe2+ instead of Fe3+, suggests
that there are oxygen vacancies acting as charged defects [71]. The Fe cations
in cooperation with the O vacancies may affect to the conductivity by two atoms
sharing one electron, which has a state near the conduction band minimum [36].
Many references have proposed that under an electric field, oxygen vacancy ions
are able to drift through the lattice matrix [72, 32]. The vacancies will then migrate
through the sample until they face grain boundaries, where they form aligned and
continuous filaments. There may be many filaments being formed simultaneously,
but once one of them reaches both electrodes it becomes the dominant conductor
along the winner-takes-all principle similar to a lightning strike. The filamentary
model is also supported by the finding that the conductivity does not correlate
with the electrode, although, only two kinds of electrodes were measured. The
SET voltage also decreases after multiple switching processes, suggesting that some
filaments are not completely destroyed in the rupture.
The instability of the LRS seen in Figure 6.7 implies that the conductive
filament is spontaneously destroyed on a fairly small time scale. Since the decay
happens also without any bias voltage, the filament rupture can not be caused by
Joule heating. Another explanation is rupture by diffusion [73, 37]. This fits well
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the observed phenomenon, where there is no sudden change in the conductive state,
but the LRS gradually approaches the magnitude of HRS as the average distance
between two filament elements increases and affects the tunneling probability.
The oxygen vacancy diffusion length L can be evaluated using an Equation
[73]
L =
√
4Dt, (7.1)
where D is the diffusion constant and t is the diffusion time. The diffusion constant
can also be given by [74]
D = µkBT
q
. (7.2)
For oxygen vacancies its value is in the order of 10−17 cm2/s [75] and the observed
half time of the LRS was around t1/2 = 30 s. With these values, Equation 7.1 gives
diffusion length of 0.33 nm, which is a reasonable estimate for an average distance
between two atoms in a filament.
The sudden conductivity change back to HRS while electric field is being de-
creased is not explained by the diffusion model and also disagrees with many mod-
els related to resistive switching, such as the Joule heating. However the threshold
switching phenomenon fits the measurements better. The measured RESET volt-
age of 2.2 ± 0.5 V is close to the reported optical band gap of BFO [12]. It has
been suggested already in the 1960’s, that a Schottky barrier would be formed at
the electrode–insulator interface [76]. When the electric field is low, the barrier is
non-existent and the Ohmic conduction dominates. But with high electric fields
the migration of the oxygen vacancies to the interfaces increases the barrier height.
When the electric field is decreased after being in a high value, the barrier still stays
large, thus blocking the electronic current when the field is below the barrier height.
A linear fitting for the full-logarithmic plot of the negative half of Figure 6.11
shown in Figure 7.1 confirms that after relaxation the conduction is purely Ohmic.
Right after the fatigue, the sample is in an unstable state, where there observable
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Figure 7.1: The negative half of Figure 6.11 in log-log scale. The fatigue, conductivity
follows the SCLC. Right after the fatigue the LRS vanishes, but the proportionality still
becomes quadratic after a threshold voltage. After the relaxation, only Ohmic conduction
was observed.
resistive switching, but its proportionality still changes at some threshold voltage.
It has been suggested that, under the alternating electric field, the oxygen
vacancies would drift to the middle region between the two electrodes. There the
vacancies would align into planes perpendicular to the polarization axis with the
planes separating two or more antiparallel domains [77]. These kinds of planes would
prevent the forming of conductive filaments through the whole sample. However, at
some point the filament formed on either side of a plane is only separated by the
blocking wall, with a certain probability for electrons to tunnel through the plane,
thus explaining the higher conductivity right after the fatigue.
The blocking plane model could also explain the reduction in the other properties
after the fatigue. The net polarization will be lower when there are more antiparallel
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domains and it is more difficult to revert all of their polarizations, thus resulting
in higher coercive field. However, the plane does not explain the reduction in the
dielectric constant. The reduction could be linked to the oxygen vacancies which,
while locker in the plane, polarize the material less than while mobile and evenly
distributed in the whole sample.
The quadratic proportionality in the after stress measurement fits well with
the hopping conduction mechanism. Assuming the model, it is possible to extract
the average hopping distance a and the activation energy Ea utilizing Equation 3.5
for the model.
a = p1,after
kBT
q
= 5.6 nm,
Ea = −ap2,after
p1,after
= 0.25 eV,
where p1,after and p2,after are the slope and the y-intercept of the linear fit to the
log–log plot.
The average hopping distance for electrons tunneling between traps is an order
of magnitude larger than the diffusion length calculated earlier, which might be the
case with the planes in between the filament elements. The activation energy is
really close to the difference between a localized impurity band and the conduction
band minimum of 0.28 eV in [75], suggesting an oxygen vacancy assisted hopping
conduction mechanism.
Also, assuming uniform distribution of the traps in three dimensions, it is
possible to estimate the volumetric trap density
N ′t = a3 = 1.78× 10−25m−3,
which is roughly an order of magnitude lower than the trap density calculated based
on SCLC, again suggesting that some of the trapping sites are locked in the planes.
8. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to estimate the usability of the BFBT(Mn) material
in novel memory applications. The ferroelectric properties of the sample, such as
polarization, remanent polarization, capacitance and leakage current, were measured
under electric field strengths varying from 0 to 420 kV/cm and frequencies from 1 Hz
to 1 MHz. Also the influence of fatigue was examined by measuring the properties
before and after putting the sample under a rapidly alternating electric field for up
to 105 seconds.
The results confirm that the sample is indeed ferroelectric, showing hysteresis
loops both in polarization and capacitance measurements. The highest measured
values for saturation polarization, coercive field and remanent polarization were
39.9 µC/cm2, 110 kV/cm and 3.4 µC/cm2, respectively. The Pr is far from the
highest reported values of 100 µC/cm2, but similar small values have been constantly
reported also by other studies. The Ps and Ec are in line with the other studies on
BFBT.
An interesting discovery was the switching property in the leakage current as
function of voltage. The observed phenomenon fits well with the SCLC mechanism,
where there are three conductivity regions. The suggested explanation was bound
to the oxygen vacancies formed due to the presence of Fe2+ oxidation states. These
oxygen vacancies would migrate under the electric field and align in filaments on
grain boundaries. However, the high conductivity state was not stable, but either
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decreasing exponentially over a time period or suddenly vanishing when the upkeep
voltage was lowered below a certain threshold. The exponential decay was linked to
the breaking of the filament due to diffusion, while the sudden conductivity drop at
threshold voltage was connected to formation of Schottky barriers on the electrode–
insulator interfaces.
Interesting results were also obtained in the fatigue measurements. The fatigue
was observed to improve the insulating properties and to also destroy the switching
properties. This was linked to a formation of oxygen vacancy planes in the mid-
region between the two electrodes. The planes would block the filaments from
getting through and separate the sample into antiparallel domains, which decrease
the polarization and dielectric constant, but increase the coercive field.
The suggested model needs more investigation to be undisputedly confirmed.
Additional thermal measurements would be important because many of the electric
properties are driven by thermal energy of the electrons. The fatigue measurements
should be continued, because many of the conducted fatigue experiments failed due
to an electric breakdown in the sample and only a few successful measurements were
performed. The correlation between the leakage current and the electrode area was
ruled out with only two sizes of electrodes, so different sizes of electrodes could help
to reinforce the conclusion. Samples with slightly different solutions, preparation
or sizes could provide additional information about the importance of some of the
properties. Also, better material characterization techniques, especially nano-scale
imaging of the sample could confirm the formation of filaments and vacancy planes.
The obtained results and the discussion, in combination with other types of
measurements on the same sample, are planned to be published in a scientific article
during year 2016.
The results show that BFBT(Mn) is a promising material for future memory
industry. Its polarizability could be used in FeRAMs, whereas the resistive switching
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properties are linked to memristors and ReRAMs. However, more research has to
be concluded to for obtaining a material with better stability and to understand the
mechanisms better.
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